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Appeals Court Slashes Appeal Bond
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We’re not going to have a
majority in Congress at this
rate

Matt Gaetz and the
Republicans that went with
him really screwed us. Getting
rid of McCarthy and Matt
Santos big mistake.

Another Republican giving up
a seat and then Mike
Gallagher resigns further
reducing our majority. Then
Marjorie Taylor Green puts in a
vacate motion for The
Speaker.

The only thing dumber than a
Democrat is a dumb
Republican, and we have
plenty of them.

Trump will have the money for
the bond. He always plays the
game, but at the last minute
he would be OK. Fortunately,
the appeals court has given
him a big break and also
allowed Trump to remain on
boards.
  
The appeals court ruled that
Donald Trump only needs to
post $175 Million dollars. This
is a really good sign, because
it means that they're going to
do something at the first level
of appeals when they finally
hear the appeal.

Valimir Putin said the United
States warning about Russia
was disinformation, and then
the terrorist attack by Isis K
happened and Russia lost
about 130 people.

Of course Putin is still
blaming Ukraine.

California leads the country in
slowest growth. California has
a 5.3% unemployment rate. 
But hey, they’re doing great
over there.

Kamala Harris is threatening
Israel not to raid Rafah. Why?
She read a map.

The US did not veto a UN
resolution that forces Israel to
give a cease fire and doesn’t
force HAMAS  to let go of the
hostages. With friends like
this, we don’t need enemies.

Israel needs to tell Joe Biden
that they have to go into Rafah
without US help, a lot more
people going to die because
the US is not going to give
them money to prolong the
war. Therefore, they have to
go in fast and hard and not
worry about who dies.
 
This will be on Joe Biden.

I didn't want to see the pier be
built in Gaza, but If they
expect Israel to build the pier,
the US has to pay for it,
otherwise there is no way
Israel builds the pier.

Michigan is offering $500 to
people that take in illegals.
Doesn't sound like a good
deal.

Does Joe Biden realize that
Hamas still holds American
hostages. That should be his
number one priority.

A poll out  says Trump would
win, even if he's convicted in
the documents case, because
it is politically motivated and
everybody knows Joe Biden's
done worse.

Condolences to those people
lost in the Francis Scott Key
bridge incident. There is no
question this is not terrorism.
It's just a freak accident.

By the way, Israel is having
enormous success killing
HAMAS on their way to Rafah.

Nicole Shanahan is RFK's pick
as VP. This would usually not
be remarkable, but she brings
a lot of money to the table.
This gives RFK credibility, and
further hurts Joe Biden

Alan ‘s Meme of The Week
My friend has a girl who feeds
us on weekends. We love her.
Any time he looks at another
girl, we slap him on her behalf.
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